We present a method for predicting protein-protein interactions mediated by the coiled-coil motif. When tested on interactions between nearly all human and yeast bZIP proteins, our method identifies 70% of strong interactions while maintaining that 92% of predictions are correct. Furthermore, cross-validation testing shows that including the bZIP experimental data significantly improves performance. Our method can be used to predict bZIP interactions in other genomes and is a promising approach for predicting coiled-coil interactions more generally.
Background
High-throughput experimental techniques have recently begun to uncover protein-protein interactions at the proteomic scale [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . As the number of fully-sequenced organisms grows, however, it becomes increasingly necessary to develop computational methods for predicting these interactions. The difficulty of computationally predicting protein structures suggests a strategy of concentrating first on interactions mediated by specific interfaces of known geometry.
In this article, we focus on a common and well-characterized protein interaction interface -the parallel two-stranded coiled coil. Coiled coils are found in proteins that participate in many diverse processes, including transcription, oncogenesis and membrane fusion; predicting protein-protein interactions mediated by this motif will have important biological ramifications. Coiled coils consist of two or more α-helices that wind around one another with a slight left-handed superhelical twist. A characteristic heptad repeat (abcdefg) n defines the placement of residues in each helix relative to the interaction interface ( Figure 1) . The buried positions a and d usually contain hydrophobic amino acids, and the more exposed positions g and e often contain charged and polar amino acids. This simple structure and periodicity permit recognition of potential coiled-coil sequences through statistical methods (for example, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ), as well as detailed predictions of the structure and energetics of their hydrophobic interfaces through molecular modeling [13] [14] [15] .
Much of what is known about the structure and specificity of parallel, two-stranded coiled coils has been ascertained through biophysical studies of peptides derived from bZIP transcription factors (for example, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ). The coiled-coil regions of these proteins are also known as leucine zippers because the core d positions are dominated by leucine residues. bZIPs homo-and hetero-dimerize with each other via their coiled-coil regions. Despite readily apparent sequence homology, they exhibit a high degree of partnering selectivity that allows them to function in diverse pathways. Recently, protein array technology was used to determine coiled-coil interactions within a near-complete set of human bZIP transcription factors [23] . The interactions uncovered showed high reproducibility and excellent consistency with previously published studies, giving us high confidence in the data.
In this work, we apply a method for predicting coiled-coil interactions [24] to the human bZIP proteins. The array data provide an excellent opportunity to test our method and to assess its utility for the general coiled-coil prediction problem. Our method represents coiled coils in terms of their interhelical interactions and it derives, from a base dataset of sequence and experimental data, a 'weight' that indicates how favorable each residue-residue interaction is. Our method is able to predict interaction partners with high confidence, identifying a significant fraction (70%) of strong bZIP pairings while maintaining that the majority (92%) of predicted interactions are correct. Further cross-validation testing demonstrates the extent to which the human bZIP data refines our method, and suggests levels of confidence, based on shared sequence similarity, for predicting bZIP interactions within new genomes.
Prior to this work, there has been only modest success in predicting the partnering specificity of naturally occurring coiled-coil proteins. An earlier version of our method was tested on fibrous coiled coils. It was able to eliminate a large fraction of non-interacting partners for a given coiled-coil sequence but not to find the actual partner [24] . Several other groups have counted the number of favorable and unfavorable electrostatic interactions to make some specific predictions about the nature of particular coiled-coil interactions [18, 25, 26] . Recently, simple rules incorporating both ge' electrostatic and aa' polar interactions have been used to evaluate potential bZIP dimerization in the Drosophila genome [27] , but as yet most of these predictions have not been experimentally corroborated. On human bZIP data, such simple rules are able to identify only a small fraction of known strong interactions at a high level of precision. For example, when they are defined so as to identify at least one third of the strong interactions, they give rise to as many false positives (FP) as true positives (TP).
Whole-and cross-genomic approaches to predicting protein partners have had some success [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Our work, however, is the first to demonstrate large-scale, high-confidence computational predictions for any protein interaction motif.
Results

High-confidence predictions using base dataset
Each pair of bZIP coiled coils was scored using simple electrostatic weights, coupling energy weights and the 'base-optimized weights', that is, the weights optimized using our base dataset (see Methods). Using any of the methods, TPs are the correctly identified strong interactions, true negatives (TN) are the correctly identified non-interactions, FPs are the noninteractions incorrectly identified as interactions, and false negatives (FN) are the strong interactions incorrectly identified as non-interactions.
The distribution of scores computed using the base-optimized weights is depicted in Figure 2 . Despite some overlap, the lowest scoring pairs correspond to non-interactions and the highest scoring pairs correspond to strong interactions, suggesting that it is possible to make high-confidence predictions. This can be quantified using the receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves in Figure 3a , which plot TP as a function of FP. All three methods identify some interactions, but the base-optimized weights consistently identify at least twice as many interactions as either of the other two sets of weights, over a wide range of allowed FP. Using the base-optimized weights, it is possible to predict a significant fraction of bZIP coiled-coil interactions with high confidence. In particular, the top scores include 56 strong coiled-coil interactions (70% of the experimental strong interactions) and five false positives; so at this threshold 92% of the predictions are true interactions. Simple electrostatic weights perform particularly poorly in comparison. For example, to identify a third (27) of the strong interactions, simple weights would misclassify 31 non-interactions, for a precision of 46.6%.
Non-interactions are plotted correspondingly in Figure 3b . In this case, the objective is to disqualify a large fraction of Cartoon of a parallel two-stranded coiled coil Figure 1 Cartoon of a parallel two-stranded coiled coil. (a) Side view and (b) top view. The interface between the α-helices in a coiled-coil structure is formed by residues at the core positions a, d, e and g. Positions in the two helices are distinguished by the prime notation; for example, a and a' are analogous positions in the two helices. N, amino terminus; C, carboxy terminus. non-interactions from the pool of candidates while limiting the number of false negatives. All three sets of weights are effective in throwing out non-interacting coiled-coil pairs. For example, using the base-optimized weights, it is possible to throw out the bottom 89% of the scores, and still leave more than 83% of the strong interactions; at this cut-off, the negative predictive value (TN/(TN+FN)) is 98.4%. The base-optimized weights consistently outperform the simple electrostatic weights; relative performance of the optimized weights and coupling energy weights depends on the number of FN allowed, with the base-optimized weights performing better when allowing at least seven FN.
For each sequence, Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of scores obtained using the base-optimized weights for all strong interactions and non-interactions. The high-confidence predictions described above correspond to examples that score above 32.8 (predicted interactions) and below 27.8 (predicted non-interactions); these thresholds were chosen empirically based on trade-offs between the number and accuracy of predictions (as shown in Figure 3 ). Because interaction scores depend to some extent on the residue composition of the sequences, for some sequences all pairings fall below the threshold for predicting interactions. Sequences in the smMaf, lgMaf and CNC families produce the 'dip' in scores in Figure 4 (see Discussion). Regardless of this, the highest scoring pairings for most sequences represent coiledcoil interactions. Thus, a simple method for identifying the most likely partners for any sequence is to select the highest scoring pairings for that sequence.
The grid in Figure 5 presents our predictions of strong interactions and non-interactions for all of the bZIP proteins studied; similar sequences are grouped into families. Many strong interactions are intrafamily [23] , so a large number of TPs lie along the diagonal. But we also identify TN intrafamily interactions and TP interfamily interactions (off-diagonal boxes), indicating the sensitivity of the method and its ability to predict both homo-and heterodimeric pairings.
The raw fluorescence data from the array experiment are subject to a range of different interpretations [23] . In the results described above, we made predictions for 54.3% of the data, consisting of the strongest and weakest interactions. However, by requiring less internal consistency in the experimental data (for example, fewer observations of an interaction), we can relax the definitions so that 81.1% of possible pairwise combinations are classified as interactions or non-interactions. (Note that we are less certain of the reliability of these classifications.) In this case, using the same thresholds as earlier, we correctly identify 54% of interactions with 82% positive predictive value (TP/(TP+FP)), and 95% of the non-interactions with 96% negative predictive value (TN/ (TN+FN)) (data not shown).
Prediction of strong interactions and non-interactions
Comparison accuracy using base dataset
An important step in understanding coiled-coil specificity is to predict relative interaction binding strengths. The bZIP arrays are able to determine the relative strengths of different interactions involving a common probe [23] . Here, we assess the ability of the base-optimized weights to predict these relative strengths, defining two interactions as well-ordered if the stronger interaction is given a higher score than the other. This analysis relies on raw data and does not require classifying the possible bZIP pairings into different groups (for example, strongly interacting or non-interacting), and thus can use more of the experimental data.
We consider accuracy in ordering interaction strengths as a function of the difference, d, between raw fluorescence signals for the two interactions under comparison. To assign a consistent experimental ordering with separation d to two interactions, we require that there be at least four possible data comparisons, and that in at least 90% of these comparisons the signal for the stronger interaction is at least d greater than the signal for the other interaction. (The experimental data for each interaction include four replicate measurements from each of five experiments. Measurements from the same probe and experiment are comparable, permitting a maximum of 80 direct data comparisons per pair of interactions, as some of these measurements may be missing.) Our method is robust (data not shown) for a range of criteria, reflecting the internal consistency of the data. The chosen cutoffs allow 33,186 experimental orderings. In theory, 95,874 comparisons can be made (1,653 pairs of interactions for each probe), but the ranges of signals for two interactions may overlap when neither is significantly stronger than the other. For example, relatively few comparisons between two noninteractions are clearly ordered. Figure 6 plots the comparison accuracy as a function of the difference d. At a separation of at least d = 500, comparison accuracy exceeds 85%; most of these comparisons are between strong interactions and non-interactions. Separation near zero is the most difficult case, as it includes comparisons of weak interactions.
Interaction scores for each protein Figure 4 Interaction scores for each protein. Each column shows the interaction scores using the base-optimized weights for one sequence's strong interactions, shown in red, and non-interactions, shown in blue. The 58 sequences are grouped by similarity, and ordered as in Table 1 
Cross-validation testing incorporating bZIP data
We perform cross-validation testing to show the contributions of the human bZIP data to the optimized weights. We then determine how performance on new bZIP sequences is expected to vary as a function of sequence similarity to the human bZIP data.
Our general cross-validation setup is as follows. For each human bZIP family F (as given in Table 1 of Additional data file 1), we optimize a weight vector with our base dataset plus human bZIP data that does not involve any sequence in family F. Specifically, we incorporate likely bZIP interactions and non-interactions in the form of Equations 3 and 4, and comparisons between bZIP pairings in the form of Equation 2. Likely interactions and non-interactions follow the relaxed definitions given in Methods, and TP, TN, FN, and FP are defined with respect to these; comparisons are made between pairings that share a probe and differ in raw intensity by at least 500. The resulting weights are used to score all possible interactions of each sequence in family F and generate a TP rate (TP/(TP+FN)) for each sequence as a function of the number of FP. This process is repeated for all families. An overall TP rate, corresponding to the average over individual TP rates for each sequence, is shown in Figure 7 . For comparison, the average TP rate using the base-optimized weights is also shown; the use of human bZIP data clearly improves performance over a wide range of allowed false positives.
To judge cross-validation performance as a function of sequence similarity, for each sequence x in family F, we com-pute its 'CV-similarity' as the maximum percent identity over the a, d, g and e positions between x and any human bZIP not in family F. The average CV-similarity for human bZIP sequences is 48.7%, with values ranging from 29.1% to 62.5% for individual sequences. The sequences are grouped into those with CV-similarity of 50% or more (24 sequences) and those with CV-similarity less than or equal to 50% (23 sequences). (One of the human bZIP sequences, ATF4-L1, has no experimentally-determined interactions.) The average TP rate in each group is computed (Figure 7 ). Incorporating the human bZIP data improves performance on both groups. However, sequences with CV-similarity greater than or equal to 50% benefit particularly from cross-validation training.
It is important to note that our method does not predict trivially the interactions and non-interactions for a sequence to be those of its closest homolog included in the optimization. Such a sequence-similarity based approach on average correctly identifies 30.5% of likely interactions for a particular sequence while allowing 3.1 FPs. In contrast, our crossvalidation optimization on average correctly identifies 53.1% of interactions when allowing no FPs, or 66.2% of interactions when allowing three FPs (Figure 7) . Cross-validation testing Figure 7 Cross-validation testing. The average fraction of correctly identified coiled-coil interactions as a function of the number of FP. Solid lines give averages computed using the appropriate cross-validation weights, and dotted lines give averages computed using the base-optimized weights. The TP rates shown were averaged over all human bZIP sequences, shown in purple, over human bZIP sequences with CV-similarity equal to or greater than 50%, shown in red, and over human bZIP sequences with CV-similarity less than 50%, shown in blue. 
Accuracy in predicting relative strengths of interactions
Number of FP
Discussion
We have applied a computational method for predicting coiled-coil partnering specificity to a near-complete set of human and yeast bZIP proteins. The ability to make highconfidence predictions of coiled-coil interactions and noninteractions illustrates the effectiveness of our method. Strong interactions for each sequence score higher than noninteractions in almost all cases (Figure 4) ; this suggests an approach to predicting interacting partners for all bZIP sequences in a genome.
Our method performs significantly better than simple rules, based on ge' electrostatic interactions and aa' polar interactions. Similar rules have been used to predict potential bZIP dimerization in the Drosophila genome [27] , and we note that slight variations in these rules do not change performance dramatically on the human bZIP data. Our method also performs better than rules based on experimentally determined coupling energies. In fact, because the base-optimized weights are constrained using both simple electrostatic rules and coupling energy measurements, the 56 high-confidence predictions made by the optimized weights largely encompass the highest scoring pairs using the other methods. For example, they include the 27 highest scoring strong interactions using the electrostatic weights, and 36 out of the 37 highest scoring strong interactions using the coupling energy weights. To identify these smaller numbers of strong interactions, both the electrostatic weights and coupling energy weights would identify approximately as many false positives as false negatives. Similarly, the 13 FN given by the base-optimized weights ( Figure 5 ) fall among the lowest scoring strong interactions using the electrostatic weights, and among the bottom half of scores for strong interactions using the coupling energy weights. This suggests that the strong interactions with low scores using the base-optimized weights do not have particularly favorable ge' electrostatic interactions or aa' hydrophobic interactions.
Our results provide several insights into how specificity is encoded in coiled-coil sequences. First, we note that simple electrostatic weights are more effective in identifying noninteractions than interactions (Figure 3 ). This suggests that electrostatic repulsion and unpaired buried asparagine residues may play key roles in preventing the formation of some coiled coils [18, 35] . Second, both the coupling energy weights and the cruder simple electrostatic weights rely on ge' and aa' interactions. Our method considers dd', da', ad', ga' and de' interactions as well. The increased sensitivity we obtain indicates that these pairwise interactions play an important role in partnering specificity.
High-quality experimental data are important for the success of our method. This is demonstrated by the cross-validation results (Figure 7) , and also by the fact that including experimental constraints in the base dataset significantly enhanced the predictive power of the method (data not shown). Almost all of the experimental constraints in the base dataset focus on residues in the ge' and aa' positions, however. Data for the other interactions are derived primarily from sequence databases. As more experimental information is gathered about interactions between residues in other positions, it can be readily incorporated in our methodology and should contribute to improvements in performance.
In general, residue interactions that are not observed frequently in the base dataset are likely to be problematic for the optimization method, as the corresponding weights are under-constrained; this phenomenon almost certainly plays a role in the observed FP and FN. Moreover, interaction scores vary depending on residue composition (Figure 4) , and thus the same cut-off scores are not ideal for all bZIP sequences. For example, the top scoring pairs for some sequences in the smMaf, lgMaf and CNC families (which produce the dip in interaction scores in Figure 4 and the block of yellow FNs in the upper right of Figure 5 ) form strong interactions but score below the cut-off of 32.8. The composition of a positions in these sequences partially explains their lower interaction scores. These sequences contain two to three a positions with basic amino acids. Coupling energy measurements for aa' residue positions demonstrate that interactions involving lysine have, on average, unfavorable energetic contributions as compared to those involving strictly hydrophobic amino acids [19] . Accordingly, the optimized weights for interactions with a position basic amino acids are not large and contribute little to overall interaction scores. Furthermore, many of the strong interactions for these sequences are between the (very similar) smMaf and CNC families and within the lgMaf family, exaggerating the influence of these lower weights.
The dependence of interaction scores on residue composition is not specific to the use of base-optimized weights. For example, a coiled-coil sequence with few charged amino acids in the g and e positions is unlikely to have any high scoring interactions using the simple electrostatic weights. Although using the same scoring cut-offs for all pairings allows the base-optimized weights to make high-confidence predictions for more than 95% of experimentally classified strong interactions and non-interactions (Figure 4) , future improvements to our method will include correcting the interaction score for two sequences based on their residue compositions.
As an immediate next step, we plan to make novel predictions about bZIP interactions in other eukaryotic genomes, and to test experimentally the high-confidence predictions. Our cross-validation testing was designed to mimic the situation where bZIP proteins in other genomes do not have direct orthologs in human. This testing shows that incorporating human bZIP interaction data in our optimization procedure will be helpful in making predictions for novel bZIP proteins in other genomes, and that we may judge confidence in predictions as a function of both interaction scores and sequence identity.
Conclusions
The problem of predicting protein interactions mediated by the coiled coil is far from being solved. Our work demonstrates, however, that it is possible to reliably identify from sequence a significant fraction of bZIP coiled-coil protein partners. We also note that our methodology is directly applicable to parallel, two-stranded coiled-coil interactions that are not bZIP interactions [24] . Practical limitations include the paucity of experimental and sequence data on heterotypic dd' interactions; biophysical studies on these interactions will be especially useful for improving performance. Further directions include incorporating molecular modeling approaches, either as a way of constraining the weight vector, or as a way of predicting pairings whose scores fall between the thresholds for predicting either high-confidence noninteractions or high-confidence interactions. Finally, we note that an approach similar to the one outlined here may be useful in studying other structurally well-defined protein interfaces that are also well-studied experimentally.
Methods
Representing coiled coils
In dimeric coiled coils, residues at the a, d, e and g positions form the protein-protein interface [36, 37] (Figure 1) . Experimental studies show that specificity is largely driven by interactions between residues at these core positions (for example, see [35] ). Our method includes the assumption that considering interhelical interactions among these residues in a pairwise manner is sufficient. (We can consider three or more amino acids at a time but this would require a larger coiled-coil database.) Based on structural features of the interhelical interface as well as experiments on determinants of specificity, the following seven interhelical interactions are assumed to govern partnering in coiled coils:
The prime differentiates the two strands and the subscript denotes the relative heptad number (for example, the first interaction, a i d' i , is between the a position in the i-th heptad of one helix and the d position in the same heptad of the other helix). Interactions between strands are symmetric (for example, both a i d' i and a' i d i are included).
Consequently, each coiled coil is represented as a 2,800dimension vector x, the entries of which tabulate the occurrences of amino-acid pairs in the above interactions. Specifically, entry x (p,q),i,j indicates the number of times amino acids i and j appear across the helical interface in positions p and q, respectively.
Scoring framework
For each possible interhelical interaction, we seek a weight w (p,q),i,j that denotes how favorable the interaction is between amino acid i in position p and amino acid j in posi-tion q. A potential coiled coil represented by x is then scored by computing w • x where w is a vector of such weights. Although the ideal weight vector is unknown, it may be approximated in several different ways. We compare our framework, which is based on computationally optimizing the weights, with two previously proposed methods.
In the first alternate method, simple rules count favorable and unfavorable electrostatic interactions [18, 25, 26] . We consider an extension of these rules given by the following weight vector [23] that additionally rewards buried asparagines [20] : In the second alternate method, weights come from experimental coupling energies [19, 35] . Such coupling energies have been measured for some aa' and ge' residue interactions. We refer to this set of weights as 'coupling energy weights'.
On the other hand, we propose a method that optimizes these weights to satisfy constraints derived from experimental data or sequence information [24] .
In the optimization framework, experimental information on relative coiled-coil stability (for example, the observation that coiled coil x is more stable than coiled coil y) is used to constrain the weight vector w by requiring that w • x >w • y (2) This allows, for example, experimental information used to derive coupling energies [19, 38, 39] to constrain the weight vector.
Additionally, sequences known to form coiled coils should score higher than those that do not (see section on base dataset, below):
w • x > 0, for all coiled coils x, (3) w • y < 0, for all non-coiled coils y. (4) Finally, knowledge about specific weight elements can be directly incorporated. For example, we require w (g,e),K,E > 0, w (g,e),E,E < 0. (5) These types of constraints are used to capture some of the features of the simple electrostatic weights.
Indexing each constraint with i, the above constraints (equations 2-5) can be rewritten using vectors z (i) , such that w is constrained to satisfy w • z (i) > 0. Including non-negative slack variables ε i to allow for errors in sequence or experimental data, each constraint can then be relaxed as w • z (i) >-ε i .
The goal is to find w and ε i such that each constraint is satisfied and ∑ε i is minimized. Tradeoffs between training and generalization error suggest the approach of support vector machines (SVMs) [40, 41] , in which the following quadratic objective function is minimized, subject to a variation of the previously described set of linear constraints:
The SVM-lite package of [42] was used to implement the optimization framework, with all vectors z (i) normalized using the L 2 norm.
Base dataset
The optimization framework relies on a base dataset comprising known coiled coils, hypothesized non-interactions and experimentally-determined relative stabilities to determine constraints on w. Coiled-coil sequences are taken from a database of non-redundant interacting coiled coils containing approximately 29,000 residues from one of two classes: homodimeric coiled coils in myosin, tropomyosin, cortexillin and types III and V intermediate filament proteins; and heterodimeric coiled coils in keratin proteins [8, 24] .
A set of non-coiled coils is created by misaligning known partnering strands (that is, strands are paired but with a shift of one or more heptads from the correct alignment). Although this may result in some pairs that could form in vitro, coiledcoil interactions are known to be quite specific (for example, see [18, 23, 43] ), and our methodology allows for some errors.
Information is incorporated from various biophysical studies that take a coiled-coil host system, mutate amino acids, and determine melting temperatures. Each of these studies [14, 16, 19, 38, 39, [44] [45] [46] [47] provides an ordering of the stabilities of the coiled coils considered, and thus constraints of the type in equation 2 are introduced. Additional constraints are derived from the experimental data of [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . The bZIP proteins VBP, Fos, Jun and GCN4 are used as host systems in some of the experimental studies considered. No other bZIP proteins, and in particular no human bZIP interaction data from [23] , are part of the base dataset.
In all, 6,379 constraints are included in the base dataset (2,612 from coiled-coil or non-coiled coil sequences, 3,575 from experiments and 192 simple constraints as in equation 2).
Experimental bZIP interaction dataset
The bZIP interaction data collected in [23] are used for testing. In that work, coiled-coil domains of 62 bZIP proteins were printed onto glass slides and then probed with a corresponding set of fluorescently-labeled peptides. For each probe sequence, its raw fluorescence signals from interactions with all surface peptides were normalized to obtain Zscores. Of the 62 sequences, we removed three duplicate sequences and the sequence CREM-Ia(K324R), which has the same interactions as CREM-Ia; only data for the remaining 58 sequences (given in Table 1 of Additional data file 1) are considered. Note that the bZIP peptides used in the array studies have coiled-coil regions of varying lengths and contain varying amounts of non-coiled coil sequence. We used the coiled-coil regions defined in [23] . When considering whether two sequences partner, we assume that the coiledcoil interface has exactly the length of the shorter region (that is, the extra residues of the longer coiled coil are ignored). The alignment between the two strands used for scoring is shown in Table 1 of Additional data file 1. Strands can be unambiguously aligned using the conserved, basic DNA binding region that occurs immediately amino-terminal to the coiled-coil region (not shown).
Based on Z-scores, we classify potential bZIP coiled-coil pairings into 80 strong interactions and 849 non-interactions as follows. Note that for each pair of sequences, the normalization produces two Z-scores that should validate one another (one value is taken when the first sequence is the probe and the second is on the surface, and the other vice versa). A strong interaction is defined as having two Z-scores greater than 10 and a non-interaction has two Z-scores less than 1. These definitions correspond to the bZIP pairings whose classifications are most certain, given the experimental data, and our testing is done with respect to them. Strong interactions and non-interactions account for 54.3% of possible pairwise combinations.
Among the remaining bZIP pairings, those with two Z-scores greater than 2.5 are considered likely coiled-coil interactions and those with one Z-score less than 1 and another less than 1.5 are considered likely non-interactions. These relaxed definitions, which are used in cross-validation training and testing, lead to 186 likely interactions and 1,250 likely noninteractions, and account for 83.9% of possible pairwise combinations.
Program availability
The program used is available online at [55]. Note that it has been validated only for predicting interactions between bZIP proteins and not for coiled coils generally.
Additional data
The following additional data are included with the online version of this article: a table of the human and yeast bZIP transcription factor coiled coils considered, a list of the experimental data used to derive constraints (Additional data file 1), and a list of the base-optimized weights (Additional data file 2).
Additional data file 1 A table of the human and yeast bZIP transcription factor coiled coils considered and a list of the experimental data used to derive constraints A table of the human and yeast bZIP transcription factor coiled coils considered and a list of the experimental data used to derive constraints Click here for additional data file Additional data file 2 A list of the base-optimized weights A list of the base-optimized weights Click here for additional data file
